9TH ERA (2100 – 2051 BC): 9TH SIGN TAURUS “GENTILE KINGS: MIGHTY BRUTES”

STAR PROPHECY

Below ecliptic a bright red star **Al Debaran**: “**The Leader**” lies at the root of the left horn.

Near the tip of the left horn is the ‘**Crab Nebula**’ – the remnants of a supernova star.

In the head of the Bull, close to **Al Debaran** and also below ecliptic are a group of stars (pictured in the diagram) shaped like a “V”. These are the **Hyades** which means “**The Congregation**”.

The star at the tip of the right horn is **Al Nath** which means “**Wounded**” or “**Slain**”.

A group of stars (not in the diagram) are above the ecliptic north of **Al Debaran**. This cluster of seven stars is the **Pleiades** which means “**The Congregation of the Lord**”. The four brightest of these are arranged in a distinct Cross shape.

The brightest star in the **Pleiades** is **Al Cyone** which means “**The Center**”.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Taurus is the **Times of the Gentiles**: the children of faith are aliens & strangers in foreign lands.

After Sodom & Gomorrah, **Abraham sojourned** in the land of the Philistines: prophetically lands of Gentiles.

Abraham made a **Treaty at Beersheba** that permitted him and his family to dwell in the land of the Philistines in return for a pledge of peace.

When Sarah died, Abraham was further humiliated by being forced to purchase a plot of land in Canaan from the children of Heth to bury Sarah.

Abraham lived in tents and was an alien waiting for a better city. When Jacob & Esau were born, all they stood to inherit in Canaan was a graveyard.

2099 BC **Mt. Moriah**: Abraham ready to sacrifice Isaac

2099 BC **Treaty of Beersheba**: Abraham & Philistines

2077 BC **Sarah dies**: Abraham buys Macpelah field

2074 BC **Isaac marries Rebekah**

2054 BC **Jacob & Esau are born**